“This is about breaking down those perceptions and showing that if you
want to build a home, you can potentially afford it.” RHYS UHLICH

“That is where the idea was born out of. I’ve
always loved the idea of barns and sheds and
thought it would be a fun and liberating place to
live in.
“We had the block of land but no shed, but I think
a lot of modern architecture is built around shed
and barn design, so basically I went straight to the
source and found a shed company.”
After getting council approval to build in May,
Uhlich started to work. The home is 120 square
metres and has three bedrooms in two lofts, and a
huge open-plan living space.
The black Colorbond steel shed was bought from
West Gippsland Sheds and Uhlich engaged local
Phillip Island company Studio Blakemore to
design the interior. Caple Builders helped with
the construction.
“You have to be very adaptable,” he says. “I wanted
to go with a regular shed build, but the trick was to
choose the right colours and the right windows to
make it look less like a shed and more like
architectural build.
“All I did was pay for the engineering and get it up
to a residential standard.
“It was also important for me that whatever steel
we didn’t use in the build, we would re-use it
somewhere else.”
Uhlich had also spent a lot of time living in Bali,
watching how the local Balinese community are so
resourceful in how they build their homes.
With this in mind, he made sure that most of the

furnishings in the home come from recycled, unused
building materials.
“Every window and door in the place I got off
Facebook marketplace,” he says.
“I drove halfway around Victoria picking up all
these discarded windows with double-glazed
timber, and you would be surprised how much is out
there from new builds that don’t get used and are
left over.
“I designed the whole build from what I found.
“I also have got friends in the building industry so
I said to them, anytime you pull down an old house
and there is leftover hard wood, drop it off.
“I will make a lot of furniture out of that.
“For example, using recycled pallets to make our
kitchen. It all sounds very rustic but I am going for a
finish that is quite aesthetically pleasing, but it’s all
about how you do it.”
Uhlich wanted to build something that wasn’t
going to cost a fortune, a difficult task when looking
at the options available.
“For me I didn’t have at least $400,000 for the
build so I wanted to explore this option,” he said.
“There is a market for a $100,000 to $150,000
build but I couldn’t find one.
“This is about breaking down those perceptions
and showing that if you want to build a home, you
can potentially afford it.”
Uhlich wants this unique home to be something
the family live in for a long time, and be proud of.
“I think of the homes I went into as a kid, the ones
that were built by a family have a story to tell,” he
says. “That is something that really stuck with me.
“I wanted our home to have a soul.
“We were really close to going down the normal
building route but I’ve always thought I didn’t
want to regret anything, so I’m glad we went down
this route.
“My kids are enjoying it too, we want to make this
a fun house.”
Since his reality show days, Uhlich has run his
own fashion label Tevita and now broadcast
production and content company Tevita Film, which
has offices in Los Angeles and Phillip Island.
Right now Uhlich is throwing all he has at
making a home which is everything his family has
dreamed of. ●

Rhys Uhlich, wife Claire and their
daughters Indah and Mahli at their
shed house on Phillip Island.

Uhlich is documenting his dream shed home for
$100,000 on the Instagram page
@shedhouseaustralia
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